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Plates taken with the astrographic telescope of the Argentina National Observatory
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Plates Nos. 1, 2, 5, 7 and 10 were taken and reductions
made by J. Bobone, the remainder by C. G. Torres.
Stars to which proper motion was applied are indicated
by italics.

Yale 9 2000, 2010, 2015, 2022, 2025, 2034.
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The plates were taken with the 154 cm reflector of
the Bosque Alegre Observatory, by Ricardo P. Platzeck
(P) and Martín Dartayet (D).
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ON THE CHOICE OF CONFIGURATIONS OF REFERENCE STARS IN LONG-RANGE
ASTROMETRIC PROBLEMS
By PETER VAN DE KAMP
i. Introduction and Summary. In conventional photographic parallax determinations made with long-focus
instruments, the material covers only a few years and,
even if the central star has a large proper motion, it has
always been satisfactory to use one single configuration
of reference stars; one single dependence set and center
have usually been found adequate. However, in investigations on stars of large proper motion, which are photo-

graphed for several decades, it has appeared desirable to
introduce successive dependence sets and correspondingly
successive dependence centers which are reduced to the
scale, orientation and origin of an adopted standard
frame, based on the configuration of the reference stars.
The details of the latter procedure have been discussed
in a recent article by the author.1
The purpose of the present note is to discuss in some
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detail the choice of a satisfactory reference system for the
case of a long focus astrometric problem involving an
appreciable displacement of the central star because of
proper motion. This leads to further considerations when
the path of the central star reaches the same order of size
as that of the reference system. Since the latter is limited
by the size of the telescopic field and the photographic
plate, any configuration has only a limited period of
usefulness within which maximum efficiency is reached.
In any long-term astrometric problem therefore, it is
important to study carefully any contemplated choice of
reference stars, so that one will not be faced with early
obsolescence, but will have a well planned foundation for
the present and possibly future configurations of reference stars.
Not only the size and shape of the configurations but
also their stability deserves consideration. For a central
star with considerable proper motion the effect of the
separate reference stars on its reduced position changes
with the time; thus secular effects due to magnitude,
color, and proper motion are introduced. The first two
should be kept at a minimum by limiting the range in
magnitude and spectrum for the reference stars; the dispersion effects can be minimized by photography in the
longer wavelengths. The spurious acceleration effect due
to the proper motions of the reference stars can be
corrected for afterwards, if the proper motions of the
reference stars are known.2
The chief consequence of the central star’s motion is
the varying accuracy of its geometrical fixation due to
its changed location within the configuration. It should
be remembered that greatest astrometric accuracy is
reached by having as small as possible a configuration of
reference stars. In case of a limited problem such as a
conventional parallax determination, nothing therefore is
more desirable than a small configuration, with approximately equal dependences; the choice from any available
stars will of course depend on the exposure time and
limitations due to required magnitude compensation.
It is well to emphasize at this point the value of using
double plates, i.e., pairs of reversed exposure sets as described in a recent article by Dr. Gustav Land.3 This
procedure results in partial cancellation of the emulsion
shifts for the relatively proximate exposure sets of the
central star; it is especially desirable for larger configurations where this source of error is to a great extent
responsible for the decreased positional accuracy of single
sets of exposures.
For the general problem, the following considerations
are presented :
For any investigation spread over a restricted time
interval greatest accuracy is, of course, reached if the
position of greatest dependence accuracy is about the
middle of the interval (section 2).
In any case it is wise to provide for a possible temporal
extension of the investigations. The transition to a reference system involving the inclusion of one extra star is
most conveniently carried out about the time of vanish-
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ing dependence value for that star.—The importance of
a reference star in a long-range problem should be judged
not only by its present dependence value but by the
annual dependence variation as well. A star which always
would have a negative dependence would generally be a
liability to any configuration. But, on the other hand,
a star may be. a valuable asset in establishing a configuration even though at one end of its own period of usefulness the dependence would be small or even negative
(section 3).
An illustration is given for the case of Luyten’s star
(section 4) ; formulae are given for the background transition involving the inclusion of one additional star
(section 5).
2. Dependence sets and their accuracy. The secular
changes of the dependences are caused by the proper
motion of the central star. The annual parallax can be
accounted for by considering the heliocentric dependences
and their secular changes. Let the positions (x0, y0) of the
n reference stars defining the standard frame of reference
be given relative to their mean, i.e. [x0] = [yj = o.
For this standard frame and an initial heliocentric position X0, Y0 of the central star the dependences can be
expressed by the following formulae:
Di = fiX0 + giY0 + i/n • • • (i ~ I, - • * n).
(1)
Here
r ^ Xoiiyo2'] — yoi[xoyo~\
D^üyo2] - IxoyoJ ’
.^
y<n|>°2] - XeipCoyo] _
[:yv![3’,>’] — [x„yj
The annual dependence changes are given by
AD¿ = faix + giVY(3)
Here px, Mr are the rectangular components of the yearly
proper motion of the central star.
We shall neglect the possible variation in intrinsic
positional accuracy of each reference star with its location on the photographic plate. The geometrical accuracy
of the reduced position of the central star thus depends
on the distribution of the dependences for the reference
stars. In case of a central star of appreciable proper
motion these dependences change and result in a corresponding change in accuracy for the changing dependence
center. In that case, the error squared, or inverse weight,
of the position measured on the dependence background
is proportional to
- i + [D2].
Writing Dt = D0 + t-AD, this error function becomes
=

i + [W] + 2t[D0-AD^\ + ¿2[A£>2],
(4)
reaching a minimum value for
tm = [ZVAZ)]/[Z)2].
(5)
Calling the dependences at this epoch Dm, the error function at any other time is given by
I + [^2] + (^ (6)
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It is clear, of course, that for any investigation spread
over a restricted time interval, greatest accuracy is
reached if the position of greatest dependence accuracy
is reached about the middle of that interval. If the interval is not more than a few decades it is generally not
difficult to find an appropriate configuration for which
the dependences vary not too much over the interval and
would in any case remain positive.
From the expressions (i) and (2) for the dependences
it follows that the absolute minimum value of [D2] in
the configuration (x0, y0) exists for the origin defined by
[xj = [yj = o, where all dependences equal ijn. For
any central star, therefore, to insure a satisfactorily small
[Drt?~\ it is important to choose a configuration whose
origin will not lie too far off the path of the star.
As to the number of reference stars, it is a well-known
fact that even for a central star at the origin, the accuracy
does not increase much with the number of reference
stars. This is illustrated for the case ^ = 3, • • • 12, in
Table I. Considering the extra work involved, not much
TABLE I RELATIVE ACCURACY FOR CONFIGURATIONS OF
3 TO 12 STARS
Relative
Relative
Inverse
Error
Weight.
Weight
1.250
n
.895 Vi + [D2]
i + U?2]
i + wn
I.03I
O.938
3
1-333
I .OOO
1.250
I .OOO
4
1.040
1.200
.981
5
6
.967
I .071
1.167
I.O94
7
-957
i-143
8
I . Ill
1.125
.948
i. in
I .125
9
•943
10
I.136
i. 100
-939
11
i .091
I . 146
•935
12
1.083
I-I54
•931
00
1.250
i .000
•895
accuracy is generally gained by using more than 4 reference stars.
Since jux, Mr are fixed, the only parameters for studying the minimum value of [AD2] are fi and
From
the expression (2) for these quantities, it appears that,
other things being equal, they are inversely proportional
to the linear extent of the configuration. In so far as the
useful life of a configuration is determined by the size of
the AD, a large configuration is therefore preferable. But
since a large configuration leads to larger errors inherent
in the background (see section 1), this matter deserves
careful exploration in each case.
3. Transition from one configuration to another. When
planning measurements for a region which is to be observed for a long time, one therefore should make a survey of potential configurations. The proper motion of the
central star should be sufficiently known, so that its
future path can be traced with adequate accuracy. After
preliminary consideration of magnitude compensation
and available exposure time, a few possible configurations
are likely to be found, all of them satisfying the condition
that at some time in the future the path of the central
star will pass close to the center of the configuration.
Now, if the problem is definitely going to be a short term
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one, it will probably be desirable to use a relatively small
configuration with the corresponding advantage of high
astrometric accuracy. The spurious proper motion and
parallax terms2 would be relatively large, but they would
not play any role in a short-term problem anyway. Even
in this case, however, it would seem wise to provide for
a possible extension toward a long-range problem. This
could of course be done by starting with a larger “longrange” configuration, even though it may be relatively
inaccurate now. An alternative approach is to make a
transition from a smaller configuration to a larger one
whenever future developments would seem to warrant
such procedure.
As is well known, the proper motions of the reference
stars impose an accelerated motion on either background
as compared with a fixed reference system.2 Hence, any
reduction from one background to the other will prove
to be of an accelerated character. Since we want to lose
as little accuracy as possible in such a transition, we shall
for the present limit ourselves to transitions involving
only the inclusion of one extra star. This would increase
the size of the configuration, resulting in an overall decrease of AD and a correspondingly longer active life for
the individual reference stars and hence for the configuration.

Figure I. Reference Configurations for Luyten’s Star
(BD +5°i668).
It is clear that the additional star might be of little
or no value at present, as would be demonstrated by the
small or even negative dependence value. The useful procedure would be to realize the potential future importance
of such a star, but for reasons of economy to refrain from
measuring this star until its dependence attains an appreciably positive value. By measuring and reducing a
sufficient number of common backgrounds at that time,
any reductions of earlier plates to the new frame could
be evaluated with adequate accuracy from the quadratic
run of difference in background; the epoch of identical
dependences, at which this difference vanishes, can be
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known with adequate accuracy. With enough foresight,
knowledge of this function can, however, be appreciably
strengthened by measuring and reducing a few common
backgrounds for which the new reference star still has a
large negative dependence. Some further considerations
are given in section 5.
4. Illustration for Luyten’s star (BD + 5°i668). Luyten’s star has a large proper motion, 3?76 in 1710. The
accompanying Figure 1 shows five reference stars which
after some elimination were found eligible. For a shortterm problem the configuration (123) is adequate, while
for long-term problems configurations {1234) or (12343)
are preferable.
The relevant data for the three corresponding standard
frames are given in Table II (units of ^0, y01 X0, Y0y nx,
¡jly are mm). From Table III it appears that in the (1234)
TABLE II. LUYTEN'S STAR. STANDARD FRAMES WITH 3, 4, AND 5
REFERENCE STARS. HELIOCENTRIC DEPENDENCES FOR I94O.O
AND THEIR ANNUAL VARIATIONS ; "¡XX — + .030 mm,
flY = — .195mm
Star i
Star 2
Star 3
Star 4
Star 5
ir-Star
Xo -14.90 -19.89 +34-79
+ 7.801
ya +17.80 —19.28 + 1.48
+ 2.381
/ —.01079 —.00848 + .01927
g +.02842 —.02583 —.00259
Du +.3168 +.2057 +-4775
AD —.00587 +.00478 + .00109
x0

-28.10
+29.83
/ -.00253
g +.01048
Do +.4147
AD —.00212

—33.10
- 7.25
-.01429
—.01321
+-1369
+.00215

+21.59
+13.51
+.01167
+.01391
+-3874
—.00236

x0
^
/
g
D„
AD

—26.51
+ -29
-.00571
—.00111
+.1690
+.00004

+28.15
+21.06
+.00703
+.00737
+.3700
—.00123

—21.52
+37-37
-.00297
+.00986
+.4131
—.00201

+39.61
-36.09
+.00515
—.01118
+.0610
+.00233
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Table IV are given data relevant to the accuracy of the
dependence background for the different configurations.
The data contained in Tables II, III, and IV are illustrated in Figures I, 2, and 3. In Figure 2 the early
obsolescence of the 3-star configuration is demonstrated
by the precipitous dependence courses for stars 1 and 2.
The heavy lines represent the 4-star dependence courses
between 1914 and 1955, which are used at present.
TABLE IV. LUYTEN’s STAR. INVERSE WEIGHTS, I + [D2], FOR
CONFIGURATIONS OF 3, 4, AND 5 STARS
Year
{123)
(1234)
(12343)
1.408
1.407
1920
1-395
40
1.342
i-371
1-344
i .298
1.380
60
1.298
1.268
80
1.262
1-435
1.254
2000
1.538
1.235
20
1.687
1.256
i .216
1 2
40
1.882
i .206
- 74
2.125
60
1.308
1.205
2.414
80
i .212
1-359
1.425
2.750
i .228
Date of
Greatest
1946
2007
Accuracy
2053

- 5.402
+ 14.411

+46.18 —26.30 + 1.166
-28.53 -30-I9 +21.956
+ .00869 — - 00704
— .00619 —.00993
+ .0742 —.0263
+ .00147 +.00173
TABLE III. LUYTEN S STAR. HELIOCENTRIC DEPENDENCES AT
DIFFERENT EPOCHS FOR CONFIGURATIONS OF
A. AND ^ STARS
Year
Star 1
Star 2
Star 3
Star 4
Star 5
I9OO
+.552
+.OI5
+ •433
2000
-.035
+.493
+ .542
2100
—.622
+-97I
+ .651
1900
+.499
+.051
+ .482
- .032
2000
+.287
+.266
+ .246
+.201
2100
+.075
+.481
+ .010
+.434
1900
+.494
+.167
+ .419
+.015
-.095
2000
+.293
+-171
+ .296
+.162
+.078
2100
+.092
+-I75
+ .173
+-309
+.251

Figure 2. Luyten’s Star; heliocentric dependences at different epochs
for configurations of 3, 4, and 5 stars.

configuration the dependence of star 4 became positive
in 1914. In the (12343) configuration, the change of sign
occurred in 1890, but the dependence of star 3 is now
negative and will not become positive until 1955. In
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Further leveling off and subsequently longer life obtains
for the full drawn 5-star dependence courses beyond 1955.
Since, generally, the dependences for all the reference
stars of a set change with the time, the interval of usefulness of different reference stars may start or stop at
widely different epochs. With this fact in mind the
problem of the validity of the configuration should be
approached.
Measurements for Luyten’s star were started in 1937.
At that time the accuracy of the {1234) configuration
was hardly superior to that of the {123) configuration.
Looking into the future, however, it appears that the
accuracy of {123) reaches a maximum in 1946 and then
decreases while the (1234) accuracy will increase till 2007.
Since the dependence of star 4 was already +.05 in 1937
(and increases +.00233 per year) there seemed to be
little reason for preferring the {123) configuration, if a
continuation of observations appears now at all likely.
The only alternative remains the (12343) configuration, which reaches maximum accuracy in 2055 and would
thus be useful for about a century longer than the (1234)
configuration. However, the dependence of star 5 in this
configuration will not become positive till 1955»
amount in 1937 being —.03 and not reaching the value
+ .05 until about 1980. Even if we should decide now to
use the (12343) configuration, it would be a waste to
measure star 5, since its dependence is just about to
change sign. This simply means that the two dependence
backgrounds, (1234) and (12343), are almost identical,
differing only by a quadratic term which could easily be
evaluated at some future time when the adoption of the
(12343) system should be wanted. It was decided, therefore, to remain on the (1234) system; after 1955 there
will be ample time to consider the most desirable epoch
at which to shift to the (12343) reference system.
5. Formulae for background transition. Although the
problem is still very much of an academic nature now,
we shall give the formulae for the transition from one
background to another in case one star is added to the
configuration. To be specific we shall consider the addition of a fifth reference star to a four-star configuration
(IV). For the latter the dependence reduction1 is:
Xiv = Xf — QDUJ/y + ^fDoxf^ivi
Yiv = Yr - [£>/V + lD0y0-\iv.

/«\

K1)

A corresponding formula exists for the five-star configuration (Û):
Ay = X' - DDUJy + lD0x0~]v,
Yv = F' — [Ty Jf + [Doyo~]v> '
In (7) and (8), X'Y' and (xf,y') refer to the measured
positions of central and reference stars, while the relative
coordinates (x0, y0) refer to the adopted positions of the
respective standard frames. The transition from the fourstar to the five-star background is thus given by :
f

Xv — Xiv —
Dv)% ~\ + \_FoX0~\v \_DoX0~\iv^
Yv — Yiv — [iPiv ~~ Dv)yr~\ + \_D0y<V\v ~ [_Doy(Ÿ\iv,

/ \
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or, in the more conventional form used in the plate reductions:
Xv — Xiv = £f — £jf + \_D0Xofv ~~ \_DoXq~\iv, / x
Yv — Yiv = w — mv + [Poylfv — [poyI]iv*
Here £/y, r/jy and £y, r?y are the “plate solutions” for the
case of the four- and five-star configurations respectively.
We shall now write the measured positions of the reference stars as follows:
X' = X + flxt,
/ x
/ = 3, + Pyt.
^ }
Here (jux, /%) are the proper motions of the reference stars;
t is the time which will be counted from the time that
the dependence of the fifth star is zero, i.e. from the
epoch at which the two dependence backgrounds are
identical. Since the differences in the plate-solutions in
(10) or of the corresponding bracketed quantities in (9)
are not affected by plate-constants, they can now be
expressed as follows:
£y — Uf = [(^if — Dv)(x + /¿x¿)]»
7)v — mv = l(Div — Dv)(y -Y

/ x

The heliocentric dependences DIV and Dv are linear functions of the time, their differences are also, and may be
written :
Div — Dv — t'ADiv-v(I3)
Partial substitution of (13) in (12) leads to:
£f — £lF = L(DlV — DV)x2 + ¿2[AZUy_y-Mx],
yv — yiv — L(Div — Dv)yl + t2[.ADiv-v • Hyl-

(*

The small errors in the quadratic term caused by rounding off the dependences are negligible and non-systematic.
Now the interval over which one and the same set of
dependences is used, should always be so chosen that the
quadratic term in (14) is below a negligible level.1 Thus,
for any two corresponding dependence sets, the transition
(14) may be considered a constant. For a series of corresponding successive dependence sets the second term is
proportional to t2, while the first one may be written :
[_(Div — Dv)xo] + L(Div — Dv)(x — x0)],
[fPiv — Dv)yo~] + UPiv — Dv)(y — Jo)]-

x v

Or, since the right-hand portions of these expressions are
very small, (14) may be written as:
£f — IrF = UDiv — Dv)x0~\
+ t[_ADiv-v(x — X0)] + ¿2[AD/y_y-Mx],
yv — yiv = UDiv — Dv)y0~]
+ t[_ADiv-v(y — Jo)] + ^[AD/y-y-/Xy],
whence:
£f — £jf “■ UDiv TV)x0] = Ax't + Bx-t2,
yv ~~ yiv — UDiv — TV)Jo] = Ay-t + By-t2.

/ ^x

,

The background transition thus involves terms varying
with the time in a quadratic way, and vanishing for the
epoch of identical background.
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For any particular epoch the transition constant can
be determined through a number of common reductions;
from (12) it follows that the accuracy of the difference
of two corresponding plate solutions is given by the
probable error :
(18)
eV[(Z>,F - Drñ,
where e is the probable error of a measured position x'
or yr. For all practical purposes (18) may be written as:
(19)
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and thus it is seen that the probable error of the measured
transition is proportional to the time counted from the
epoch of identical backgrounds.
1. ^4. J. 49, 149, 1942.
2.
44, 73,1935.
3. A. J. 50, 51, 1942.
Sproul Observatory,
Swarthmore College,
Swdrihmore, Pa.,
1943 May.
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THE DOUBLE STAR Cor 193
1900: 16h 01. lm, -37° 46'
By HAROLD L. ALDEN
The following list of measures of this double star
(HD 144503; 7.7, G5) has been supplied by Dr. van den
Bos who thought that the motion was such as to make a
trigonometric determination of the parallax desirable.
Date
Observer
Nighty T elescope
1875.6
72.7
1
Mer. Cir.
Cor.
9': i
1920.30
80.5
6.48
17 in.
Tapia
4
1929.26
5.68
26
B
83.1
4
83.2
2
24 ptg.
V
I93O.54
5.51
2
24 ptg.
V
I93I-25
83-4
5-44
5.10
Wallenquist
83.6
1933-55
5
15
84.7
4.90
24 ptg.
V
1936-33
3
1936.58
4.88
B
26
85.6
4
1941.59
i
26
B
4-38
87.9
To these should be added the measures by the writer
of 68 exposures on 20 plates taken in the years 1939-1942
with the Yale telescope. The position angle is referred to
the equator of 1941.56.
p = 87?09 + o?36 {t - 1940.74)
db.04 =b .04
d = 4''483 — o''112 {t — 1940.74)
±.005 ± .005
The probable errors are given under the quantities to
which they refer.
The hypothetical parallax computed from these figures
or from the measures listed is of the. order of o''20. The

components are nearly equal, each being of visual magnitude 8.5. The hypothetical parallax gives an absolute
magnitude of 10.o, which is unusually faint for stars of
spectral type G5. This leads to the suspicion that the
system is purely optical and that the relative motion is
the result of differential proper motion. This suspicion is
confirmed by the small trigonometric parallaxes derived
from the 20 plates taken here. The results are:
SP Component NF
+0T007 =b ''007
— o''004 ± ''005
Rel. parallax
+0.061 ± .Ö06
-0.048 ± .005
Rel. P. M. in R. A.
— 0.046 ± .012
— 0.035 ± -012
Rel. P. AI. in Deck
±0.026
±0.020
P. E. i
The relative proper motion in declination was derived
from one pair of plates having an interval of 2.93 years,
the probable error being estimated.
A plot of the observations indicates that the companion is moving in a straight line relative to the primary
in position angle 2470 and that the distance will be a
minimum about the year 1980 when the separation will
be I '(6 in position angle 156o.
Yale University Observatory,
Southern Station,
Johannesburg, S. Africa,
1942 December.

THE ORBIT OF WOLF 358
(1900:—10h 45.8m, +7° 22')
By HAROLD L. ALDEN
This star of large proper motion and parallax (Cin. 20,
591) was found at the Van Vleck Observatory1 to give
residuals with a variation having a period of 3.75 years.
Twenty-seven plates with seventy-seven exposures have
been taken on this star with the Yale telescope. Three
of these were in 1930, and the remainder in the years
1:939 to 1943. The latter cover a complete period and,
since the early plates provide a good determination of
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the proper motion, orbital motion should be detected if
present.
The plates were measured first in right ascension in
order to establish the reality of the periodicity before
undertaking the measurement in declination. The writer
has found so many cases where residuals could be represented by periodic terms, most of which have not been
confirmed by subsequent observations, that he has grown
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